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Dear|
Diederik will be available for a meeting in Brussels on Monday 27 January at 18.00. 
The address is: Building Berlaymont, rue de la Loi, 200 - 1049 Brussels.
Please find attached the document to fill in for the accreditation.
Kind regards,

Head of Cabinet of Executive Vice-President Frans Timmermans 
European Commission

@ec.europa,eu

From:!
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2020 1:46 PM 

(CAB-TIMMERMANS)
Subject: CORRECTION: Gas for Climate: meeting with Diederik on 27 or 28 January? 
Dear^^^ļ,
I am sorry; I overlooked a potential appointment in Spain on Wednesday!
So in summary:
Diederik asked me to brief him on a Green Deal initiative we’re working on with the Gas for Climate 
group, preferably in the week of 27 January.
I would like to take my colleagu^^^^^^^. who manages the work with Gas for Climate, along 
for that meeting. For us the options would be:

Monday 27 January, all day, except between 13:40 and 15:20.
Tuesday 28 January, all day

If there would be any flexibility within these time slots, we’d have a preference for Monday (any time 
except 13:40-15:20).
Best regards,

Navigant - a Guidehouse company 
Navigant Netherlands BV | Stadsplateau 15 | 3521 AZ Utrecht | The Netherlands

From:!
Sent: 15 January 2020 13:36
To: @ec. europa, eu
Subject: RE: Gas for Climate: call on Wednesday?
Dear^^^ļ,
I am so sorry, the appointment somehow vanished from my Outlook Calendar, on which I rely a lot. 
Thanks to your reminder, and Diederik’s flexibility, we fortunately were still able to have our 
conversation!
Diederik asked me to brief him on a Green Deal initiative we’re working on with the Gas for Climate 
group, preferably in the week of 27 January.
I would like to take my colleagu^^^^^^H, who manages the work with Gas for Climate, along
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for that meeting. For us the options would be:
Monday 27 January, all day, except between 13:40 and 15:20.
Tuesday 28 January, all day
Wednesday 29 January, all day, except between 12:45 and 14:45 

If there would be any flexibility within these time slots, we’d have a preference Wednesday (after 
14:45) or Monday (any time except 13:40-15:20).
Best regards,

Navigant - a Guidehouse company 
Navigant Netherlands BV | Stadsplateau 15 | 3521 AZ Utrecht | The Netherlands

Sent: 15 January 2020 12:39

Subject: RE: Gas for Climate: call on Wednesday?

External Email

Mr Samsom is available for your phone call.
Kind regards,

@ec.europa.eu>

lírtguidehouse.uv ->

(CAB-TIMMERMANS)
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2020 11:27 AM 
To:^^^^H@guidehouse.com'|
Subject: RE: Gas for Climate: call on Wednesday?
Dea
On behalf of Diederik, I thank you for your message and I confirm his availability for a 
phone call tomorrow at 12.30.
You can call him on the following number :|
Kind regards,

Head of Cabinet of Executive Vice-President Frans Timmermans
European Commission

Sent: Monday, January 13, 2020 2:30 PM 
To: SAMSOM Diederik (CAB-TIMMERMANS) 
<Diederik.SAMSOM@ec.europa.eu>
Subject: Gas for Climate: call on Wednesday?
Diederik,
Following up on our conversation in Brussels last year: there is 
good progress on our Gas for Climate Pathways report, including 
suggested contributions to the EU Green Deal, and we’ll be 
discussing a draft with Brussels stakeholders in the course of
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February, ľd like to catch up with you on this, and a potential 
meeting (+ launch event?) between the CEOs of the Gas for 
Climate members and Frans Timmermans (in April). Your office 
already informed me that there might be an opportunity on 
Wednesday. What time would work best for you? For me, it would 
be best between 08:00 and 14:30, or else after 18:00.
Thanks, and looking forward to catch up!

Navigant - a Guidehouse company
Navigant Netherlands BV | Stadsplateau 15 | 3521 AZ Utrecht | The 
Netherlands
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NOTICE: This communication is from Guidehouse Inc. or 
one of its subsidiaries. The details of the sender are listed 
above. Tliis email, including any attachments, is meant only 
for the intended recipient of the transmission and may 
contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you 
received tliis email in error, any review, distribution, 
dissemination or other use of this information is strictly 
prohibited. Please notify the sender immediately by retimi 
email and delete the messages from your systems. In 
addition, tliis communication is subject to, and incorporates 
by reference, additional disclaimers found in the 
'‘Disclaimers” section at www.guidehouse.com.
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